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This Resource Letter draws on discipline-based education research from physics, chemistry, and biology to collect literature on the teaching of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics in the three disciplines. While the overlap among the disciplinary literatures is limited at present, we hope this Resource Letter will spark more interdisciplinary interaction. © 2015 American Association of Physics Teachers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermodynamics is central to our understanding of physics, chemistry, and biology. However, in most cases, these three disciplines treat the topic in distinct ways. Each area has its own discipline-based education research literature, and rarely do we see researchers drawing upon work from disciplines other than their own. The primary goal of this Resource Letter is to provide a list of peer-reviewed journal articles reporting research on teaching and learning of thermodynamics in physics, chemistry, biology, or any combination of those fields. A second goal is to delineate the differences and draw attention to places of potential overlap in the thermodynamics education research done in each of the three disciplines. We have focused on introductory-level thermodynamics (first-year physics, biology, and chemistry), but acknowledge that there is potential overlap at upper-level classes as well.

Instructors of introductory physics courses that include a discussion of thermodynamics are the primary intended audience of this Resource Letter. Our review of research on the teaching and learning of thermodynamics can help such instructors attend to concepts found to be especially challenging by introductory students. More specifically, it is increasingly common for introductory physics courses to be targeted at life science students, and interdisciplinary research, such as in biophysics, is of increasing importance to the physics community. Instructors teaching life science students or physics courses with biological applications should have familiarity with how thermodynamic ideas are discussed in biology and chemistry as well as in physics. The focus on thermodynamics learning in chemistry and biology should aid instructors’ efforts to communicate effectively with majors in fields outside of physics, especially physics instructors explicitly engaged in developing interdisciplinary courses that overlap with chemistry or biology. Those who teach chemistry and biology courses that include discussions of thermodynamics would also find this Resource Letter helpful. Finally, it will serve as a primary reference for those who will carry out research on the teaching and learning of thermodynamics in any of these disciplines.

In choosing articles to include in this Resource Letter, we began with work done over fifteen years by one of its authors (Meltzer). The starting bibliography (published at http://physicseducation.net/current/thermo_bibliography.pdf) was compiled through systematic searching of every research paper, book, conference proceeding, or dissertation related to research on the teaching of thermodynamics. To supplement this bibliography, we used the Education Resources Information Center (ERIC), an online digital library of education research, which includes research journals from the biology education, physics education, and chemistry education fields. In searching the database we used terms from thermodynamics such as thermodynamics, kinetic theory, chemical bonding, entropy, enthalpy, Gibb’s diffusion, energy, heat, temperature, and osmosis. In completing this
search we found thousands of articles; we then applied various selection criteria, detailed below, to arrive at the listing presented in this Resource Letter. We did not constrain the search to any specific set of journals, so long as the paper was indexed in the ERIC database. This Resource Letter draws on articles in over 30 peer-reviewed journals from across the disciplines.

This Resource Letter does not try to compile a complete list of all the work that has been done in thermodynamics, nor does it provide a historical accounting of these works. Rather, we performed a literature search to select a set of papers that would indicate the depth of research in particular areas and draw attention to places where research could be further expanded. In searching for these broad terms in the education literature, we found many more papers than could reasonably be included in a single Resource Letter. To produce a coherent and reasonably sized overview, we limited our focus to introductory university-level thermodynamics. We thus excluded papers with a focus on elementary-school science and “pre-disciplinary” works, but have included some work from secondary-school analyses that align well with the work on thermodynamics at the university level. We draw attention to these differing populations when writing the descriptions for the individual references. As this Resource Letter is intended to be a collection of works for future researchers, we have kept to a minimum works from conference proceedings, and have excluded unpublished works.

Additionally, while we found several works that describe innovative methods for presenting thermodynamics in particular situations, if the analysis does not include either data on how students understood the concepts or instructional implications, we excluded those works. Our decision on whether or not to include papers that contain instructional implications (but do not include student data) depended on several factors. We acknowledge that our selection criteria were different for the different disciplines. In order to get representa- tion of the literature from biology, in addition to chemistry and physics, we include a number of papers from biology education that rely more on anecdotal data than on data obtained through more systematic methodologies. We believe that the inclusion of such papers is important for understanding the current state of thermodynamic education research across the disciplines. A number of papers in the section on osmosis, for example, are centered around instructor reflections on how an activity was implemented, and those instructors’ senses for how the activity might be used more broadly. More generally, in making decisions about whether to include papers that do not report on systematically obtained data, we chose to include those with particularly broad instructional implications. We chose not to include papers that focus on very narrow content topics, but rather those that have the potential to influence how topics like entropy or heat might be taught in a wide variety of contexts and representations.

Because our aim is not to provide a list of all work related to the teaching of thermodynamics, but rather to select a set of papers indicating the depth of research that exists in particular areas, we do not include the many textbooks and websites that articulate various approaches to thermodynamics education. The popular textbook *Thermal Physics* by Daniel Schroeder, for example, has been widely adopted and provides a particular perspective on how best to introduce ideas of statistical and thermal physics (see Ref. 142). Similarly, Chabay and Sherwood’s *Matter & Interactions* text has been supported by peer-reviewed journal articles on the use of the text as part of an effective instructional strategy (see Ref. 11). It would be interesting for future research to compare the effectiveness of courses that order the curriculum in alignment to Schroeder’s or Chabay and Sherwood’s texts to those that choose other approaches, but at present such research does not exist and it is not the aim of this Resource Letter to present a list of textbook alternatives.

Likewise, while an increasing number of websites now contain links to papers addressing the teaching of thermodynamics, it is not our intent to provide a thorough account of such sites. Two websites in particular, *entropysite.oxy.edu* and *energyandentropy.com*, are worth mentioning because they provide useful collections of literature that may be of interest to education researchers and instructors of thermodynamics at various levels. Many of the papers included on those websites can also be found in this Resource Letter.

II. REFLECTIONS ON THE DISCIPLINE-BASED LITERATURE

Not surprisingly, the disciplines of physics, biology, and chemistry have developed highly diverse approaches and emphases in their respective literatures on thermodynamics education. Most introductory chemistry courses, for example, neglect gas-phase reactions and the role of $pdV$ work in reactions that depend on the first law of thermodynamics, whereas physics courses would more likely include these considerations. Biology and chemistry students are also more likely than physics students to encounter an overwhelming emphasis on constant-pressure processes and a corresponding conflation of heat and enthalpy. In this section, we summarize the primary areas of focus for each of the succeeding disciplinary sections and draw attention to the places where work in these areas could be broadened. Additionally, we point out potential research directions for exploring the overlap in content knowledge among the disciplines. At the moment, the education literatures on thermodynamics in physics, chemistry, and biology have rarely drawn upon one another’s work, so we see this overlap as a potential place of exploration for future research.

A theme that reappears throughout the discipline-based literature on both energy and entropy is the role that language—and in particular ontological metaphors—plays in student understanding of thermodynamics. For example, a number of papers address the issue of whether to treat energy as a substance, and the impact that such a choice has on students’ conceptual understanding. Likewise, the literature addresses the many metaphors used to talk about entropy, examining each one by exploring its use in toy problems and simplified examples. The question of whether the “disorder” metaphor is an appropriate choice, and in what contexts, is one that comes up a number of times in both the chemistry and physics education literature, with several authors suggesting alternatives.

A. Physics

Most of the physics education literature discussing energy in the context of thermodynamics covers the first law of thermodynamics in a way that focuses on issues and applications relevant to engineering, such as gases and pistons. The literature on the basic concepts of heat and temperature, by
contrast, goes back more than four decades and considers a wide-range of issues, from primary school understanding to theoretical understandings of students’ ideas. Other topics related to energy have also been developed more recently, though to date their connection to the chemistry and biology literatures remains limited.

The physics education literature on entropy primarily addresses student difficulties surrounding heat engines and the Carnot cycle, often adopting an approach to the second law that focuses on efficiency. However, there are a number of papers on the role played by language and conceptual metaphors in the construction of ideas about entropy. These papers attend to the benefits and limitations of various entropic metaphors in the context of a number of toy problems and simplified examples. The role of probability and statistics is given little coverage, and there is almost no discussion of how entropy relates to enthalpy and free energy. The physics education literature has so far devoted little attention to diffusion and osmosis.

B. Biology

The biology education literature on energy in thermodynamics is very limited, and what there is focuses on biochemistry. A small amount of the work in biology concerns energy in a general sense, but at present it falls significantly short of the breadth of coverage in the physics literature.

Very little biology education literature addresses entropy or the second law, either at the macro or micro scale. At least one paper in biology education focuses on the role that student understanding of randomness plays in the development of a coherent conceptual model of the second law, but the absence of a more extensive biology education literature on that subject is striking given the central role that randomness plays in biological systems. There is also very little about the relationship between entropy, enthalpy, and free energy, despite the biochemical importance of those relationships. Although the biology education literature does describe student understanding of diffusion and osmosis from a phenomenological perspective, there is almost no discussion of the physical mechanism underlying these concepts.

C. Chemistry

The chemistry education literature on thermodynamics focuses on the areas of thermochemistry and energy in chemical reactions. There are several articles that look similar to those in physics, using the familiar language of pistons and heat engines. These latter articles might originate primarily from a physical chemistry perspective.

Much of the chemistry education literature reflects an interest in how familiarity with entropy and the second law contributes to a more thorough understanding of chemical equilibria and spontaneity. To that end, the relationship between entropy, enthalpy, and Gibbs free energy is discussed extensively. These three constructs—entropy, enthalpy, and free energy—form the cornerstone of chemistry education literature on student understanding of the second law. In the chemistry education literature, there is a focus on constant-pressure processes for which enthalpy is equivalent to heat, which has the potential to contribute to confusions for students who study thermodynamics in chemistry and physics courses. There is very little mention in this literature set of diffusion and osmosis.

III. LITERATURE ORGANIZED BY TOPICAL AREA

In this section, we organize our references by content area within thermodynamics, dividing those that primarily address energy from those that primarily address entropy and statistical mechanics. Further, as we reviewed the literature, we found several seemingly related subareas of thermodynamics that did not commonly reference one another. We present the literature in a format that mirrors these distinctions. For example, while the topical area “Heat and Temperature” is conceptually related to an area like “The First Law of Thermodynamics,” we find that these literatures do not typically make any explicit reference to one another, so we assign each of these sets of literature its own subsection. This is not true of all the literature, and we have also included a section entitled “Thermodynamics: General” to distinguish the literature set that discusses concepts that span multiple topics within thermodynamics (e.g., papers that discuss both the first and second laws). At times an article was written to primarily address one issue in thermodynamics, but also speaks to a secondary issue in the text. In these cases, we have listed the article under its primary conceptual area, and included it in a “See Also” list for its secondary area.

As part of the goal of this Resource Letter is to examine which topics have been explored in the various disciplines, each section is further subdivided into disciplinary areas. In choosing to label individual works with a disciplinary heading we have attended to both the journal in which the article was published and the audience for which it was intended. We recognize that in many cases the authors would not have labeled their work as relating to thermodynamics or statistical mechanics. Nonetheless, as our goal with this Resource Letter is in part to point to potential places of overlap between physics and other disciplinary areas, we have made judgments as to where these overlaps occur (e.g., biologists might not label osmosis as relating to statistical mechanics, but we have included work on osmosis here).

We also want to draw attention across disciplinary boundaries to the need for work that contains data about how students respond to and think about ideas in thermodynamics. As such, we have created a code (SD) that denotes an article that included student data in the article. We hope in this way to point to the need for additional research uncovering students’ ideas in understanding thermodynamics within the different disciplinary contexts.

A. Thermodynamics: General

These papers are concerned with thermodynamics as a whole and are not classified into any of the more specific subtopics. In physics, chemistry, and biology, people have thought about how thermodynamics relates to the rest of the introductory curriculum. This includes several proposals to expand the role of thermodynamics in the introductory course and to integrate it with mechanics. We also include empirical studies on student reasoning in physics and engineering that cut across multiple thermodynamics topics, which include the development of concept inventories.

1. Biology

a macroscopic and axiomatic approach, and applies them to bioenergetics. The principles of equilibrium thermodynamics are extended to nonequilibrium steady-state systems. (E)

2. Chemistry


3. “Difficulties of students from the faculty of science with regard to understanding the concepts of chemical thermodynamics,” H. Sokrat, S. Tamani, M. Moutaabbid, and M. Radid, Procedia - Soc. Behav. Sci. 116, 368–372 (2014). (SD) Identifies student difficulties with thermodynamics and possible reasons for these difficulties by administering a survey to college chemistry students in Morocco. Includes a discussion of linguistic and social dimensions of student difficulty. (E)

4. “Gathering evidence for validity during the design, development, and qualitative evaluation of thermochemistry concept inventory items,” D. Wren and J. Barbera, J. Chem. Educ. 90, 1590–1601 (2013). (SD) Looks at the design, development, and qualitative evaluation of concept inventory items for the Thermochemistry Concept Inventory (TCI). Evidence of content and response process validity is used to support the instrument’s validity. (E)


See also: Ref. 122, Ref. 125

3. Engineering

7. “Preliminary results from the development of a concept inventory in thermal and transport science,” B. M. Olds, R. A. Streveler, R. L. Miller, and M. A. Nelson, in (CD) Proceedings, 2004 American Society for Engineering Education Conference (2004). (SD) Results from testing the first version of the Thermal and Transport Concept Inventory (TTCI) for reliability and validity. (E)


9. “Probing student understanding of basic concepts and principles in introductory engineering thermodynamics,” C. H. Kautz and G. Schmitz, in ASME 2007 International Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition (2007), pp. 473–480. (SD) Clicker-question data from an engineering thermodynamics course reveal a number of conceptual difficulties related to work, heat, the first law, entropy, state vs. process quantities, and intensive vs. extensive quantities. (E)


4. Physics


12. “Thermal physics in the introductory physics course: Why and how to teach it from a unified atomic perspective,” F. Reif, Am. J. Phys. 67, 1051–1062 (1999). Like Ref. 11, this paper also advocates teaching thermal physics from an atomic perspective in the introductory physics course, but presents thermal physics as a self-contained unit. A number of macroscopic thermodynamic results are derived from microscopic models, at a level appropriate for first-year physics students. (E)

13. “Teaching the photon gas in introductory physics,” H. S. Leff, Am. J. Phys. 70, 792–797 (2002). This paper discusses how one might supplement the traditional thermodynamic treatment of the ideal gas with an introductory-level treatment of the photon gas. An advantage is that ideas about modern physics can be incorporated into the thermodynamic discussion. (E)


See also: Refs. 136, 137, 165.

5. Multidisciplinary

15. “Forms of productive complexity as criteria for educational reconstruction: The design of a teaching proposal on thermodynamics,” O. Levrini, P. Fantini, B. Pecori, and G. Tasquier, Procedia - Soc. Behav. Sci. 116, 1483–1490 (2014). Discusses thermodynamic teaching materials designed for and implemented with secondary students in Italy. The literature on student difficulties around thermodynamics is reviewed, and the potential of the proposed curriculum to promote both intellectual and emotional growth is described. (E)
B. Gas laws and kinetic theory

These papers deal with macroscopic models of gases (gas laws), microscopic models (kinetic theory), and in some cases, the connections between the two. Though research in this topic is still limited, this is an area where the macro-micro connection (the connection between thermodynamics and statistical physics) can be explicated at the introductory level.

1. Chemistry


2. Physics


22. “Student understanding of the ideal gas law, Part I: A macroscopic perspective,” C. H. Kautz, P. R. L. Heron, M. E. Loverude, and L. C. McDermott, Am. J. Phys. 73, 1055–1063 (2005). (SD) Student difficulties related to pressure, volume, temperature, and their relationship are documented, and the development of tutorials to address these difficulties is described. (E)


See also: Refs. 111 and 145.

3. Multidisciplinary

24. “An interdisciplinary study of student ability to connect particulate and macroscopic representations of a gas,” K. Monteyne, B. L. Gonzalez, and M. E. Loverude, AIP Conf. Proc. 1064, 163–166 (2008). (SD) Students in general-education physics and chemistry courses were more successful in going from the particulate to the macroscopic realm than vice versa. (E)

See also: Ref. 160.

C. Energy: General

In the science education and physics education literatures, there is an extensive body of work on the nature of energy and the learning and teaching of energy concepts. We have not attempted to include this entire literature here, but have narrowed our focus to energy as it relates to thermodynamics in and across the disciplines. We therefore have mostly excluded papers that are (1) focused exclusively on mechanical energy, without a thermodynamics connection, or (2) situated in K-8 science education, and therefore “pre-disciplinary.” While physics predominates even within this narrower slice, biology and chemistry are also represented. There is an ongoing conversation, both theoretical and empirical, about the fundamental elements of the energy concept.

1. Biology

25. “Understanding of energy in biology and vitalistic conceptions,” J. Barak, M. Gorodetsky, and D. Chipman, Int. J. Sci. Educ. 19, 21–30 (1997). (SD) Students’ understanding of energy in biology was significantly correlated with scientific as opposed to vitalistic (i.e., that biological phenomena cannot be explained by physics and chemistry) explanations. (E)


2. Chemistry


3. Physics
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interviews: human-centered, depository, ingredient, obvious activity, product, functional, and flow-transfer. (E)


32. “Students’ difficulties with energy and related concepts,” H. Goldring and J. Osborne, Phys. Educ. 29, 26–32 (1994). (SD) Students demonstrated conceptual difficulties around energy, including the misuse of conservation of energy and incorrect understanding of the relationships between energy, heat, and work. (E)


34. “Forms of energy, an intermediary language on the road to thermodynamics? Part I,” W. H. Kaper and M. J. Goedhart, Int. J. Sci. Educ. 24, 81–95 (2002). Given that thermodynamics does not include “forms of energy” but only total energy, this paper asks whether “forms of energy” is still a useful intermediary language in education. It examines the “forms of energy” language used in textbooks and defines the limits of when this language is valid in thermodynamics. (I)

35. “Forms of energy, an intermediary language on the road to thermodynamics? Part II,” W. H. Kaper and M. J. Goedhart, Int. J. Sci. Educ. 24, 119–137 (2002). (SD) Following on Ref. 34, an experiment was conducted to see whether students could transition from “forms of energy” language to thermodynamics. The shortcomings of this experiment led the authors to propose reformulating “forms of energy” as “exchange value.” (I)


37. “Teaching energy conservation as a unifying principle in physics.” J. Solbes, J. Guisasola, and F. Tarín, J. Sci. Educ. Technol. 18, 265–274 (2009). (SD) A teaching sequence for energy was developed that emphasizes energy conservation throughout all of physics (rather than just mechanics), and students were successful in applying energy concepts to a variety of situations. (E)


See also: Refs. 152 and 167.

4. Multidisciplinary

40. “Using metaphor theory to examine conceptions of energy in biology, chemistry, and physics,” R. Lancor, Sci. & Educ. 23, 1245–1267 (2014). Six substance metaphors for energy are identified in biology, chemistry, and physics textbooks: energy can be accounted for, can change forms, can flow, can be carried, can be lost, and can be stored, added, or produced. (I)

D. Heat and temperature

The literature on heat and temperature spans the full range from studies of young children’s understanding of “hot” and “cold” to university-level thermodynamics. Again, we have focused here on work that informs thermodynamics education in and across the disciplines, and have therefore left out much of the “pre-disciplinary” literature. The disciplinary literature in this area is extensive, and may be the most developed of any of the topics we include in this Resource Letter. There is a longstanding thread on the use of the word “heat”: the distinction between heat and thermal energy, whether “heat” is a noun or a verb, and whether the terminology really matters for students’ conceptual understanding.

I. Chemistry


42. “Further reflections on heat.” F. M. Hornack, J. Chem. Educ. 61, 869–874 (1984). Four common errors found in science texts are identified: a system contains heat, changes associated with work are attributed to heat, a temperature change in an isolated system is attributed to heat, and heat is microscopic thermal energy. Notational confusion around heat as an inexact differential is discussed. (E)

43. “Understanding of elementary concepts in heat and temperature among college students and K-12 teachers,” P. G. Jasien and G. E. Oberem, J. Chem. Educ. 79, 889–895 (2002). (SD) There was no correlation between the number of semesters of physical science and basic understanding of thermal equilibrium. (E)


See also: Ref. 125.

2. Engineering

46. “Misconceptions about rate processes: Preliminary evidence for the importance of emergent conceptual schemas in thermal and transport sciences,” R. Miller, M. Chi, M. Nelson, and M. Geist, in ASEE Conference Proceedings (2006). (SD) Results from the TTCI (see Ref. 7) show robust confusion between the rate and the amount of heat transfer. (E)

See also: Ref. 8.

3. Physics

47. “The use and misuse of the word ‘heat’ in physics teaching,” M. W. Zemansky, Phys. Teach. 8, 295–300 (1970). As part of a decades-long conversation in the physics education literature, this article criticizes textbooks that refer to the “heat in a body” or use “heat” as a verb, and argues for introducing internal energy and the rigorous form of the first law. (E)


49. “Teaching heat—an analysis of misconceptions,” M. K. Summers, School Sci. Rev. 64, 670–676 (1983). This article looks at “misconceptions” in physics textbooks. In contrast to Ref. 47, it argues that “heat” should not be used as a noun, but only “heating” as a verb to describe a process. (E)

50. “When heat and temperature were one,” M. Wiser and S. Carey, in Mental Models, edited by D. Gentner and A. Stevens (Erlbaum, Hillsdale NJ, 1983), pp. 267–297. A historical account of the 17th-century “source-recipient model,” in which heat and cold were separate concepts while heat and temperature were undifferentiated, and suggests that this model is parallel to present-day novice theories. (E)


53. “Misconceptions in the teaching of heat,” S.-Y. Mak and K. Young, School Sci. Rev. 68, 464–470 (1987). To avoid confusion about heat as stored in a body, the differences between a state (energy) and a process (heat) should be emphasized. (E)

54. “Teachers’ language and pupils’ ideas in science lessons: can teachers avoid reinforcing wrong ideas?” M. L. F. C. S. Veiga, D. J. V. Costa Pereira, and R. Maskill, Int. J. Sci. Educ. 11, 465–479 (1989). (SD) Several conceptual frameworks for heat, temperature, and energy were identified in teachers’ language, and it was found that students’ “misconceptions” matched the language that teachers were using. (E)

55. “The meaning of temperature,” R. Baierlein, Phys. Teach. 28, 94–96 (1990). Explaining the meaning of temperature as the average kinetic energy of molecules is misleading for more complicated systems, particularly in light of negative temperature. (E)

56. “Teaching thermodynamics to middle school students: What are appropriate cognitive demands?” M. C. Linn and N. B. Songer, J. Res. Sci. Teach. 28, 885–918 (1991). (SD) Thermodynamics was taught to middle school students using the heat-flow model, and was assessed with the Heat and Temperature Assessment (of which sample questions are included). (I)


59. “Use of history of science to understand and remedy students’ misconceptions about heat and temperature,” M. Wiser, in Software Goes to School: Teaching for Understanding with New Technologies, edited by D. N. Perkins, J. L. Schwartz, M. M. West, and M. S. Wiske (Oxford U.P., New York, 1995), pp. 23–38. (SD) Following up on Ref. 50, which compares students’ misconceptions to 17th-century theories of thermal phenomena, this chapter presents a study addressing these conceptual issues with computer models linking the molecular and macroscopic levels. (E)

60. “Experimental facts and ways of reasoning in thermodynamics: learners’ common approach,” L. Viennot, in Connecting Research in Physics Education with Teacher Education, edited by A. Tiberghien, E. L. Jossem, and J. Barojas (The International Commission on Physics Education, 1997). This review article on students’ reasoning about heat and temperature concludes that the common strategies of linear causal reasoning can break down when approaching thermodynamics, which requires considering multiple causes for the same event. (E)

61. “Pre-service physics teachers and conceptual difficulties on temperature and heat,” I. Frederik, T. van der Valk,
L. Leite, and I. Thorén, *Eur. J. Teach. Educ.* 22, 61–74 (1999). (SD) There is a relationship between pre-service teachers’ own conceptual difficulties, present and past, and the difficulties they expect their students to have. (E)

62. “Investigating a grade 11 student’s evolving conceptions of heat and temperature,” A. G. Harrison, D. J. Grayson, and D. F. Treagust, *J. Res. Sci. Teach.* 36, 55–87 (1999). (SD) This case study follows one student through a thermal physics unit. His conceptual changes were incremental, not revolutionary. (I)


66. “Is heat hot?” Inducing conceptual change by integrating everyday and scientific perspectives on thermal phenomena,” M. Wiser and T. Amin, *Learn. Instruc.* 11, 331–355 (2001). (SD) The focus is on two ontologies for heat: heat as energy (the scientific usage) and heat as hotness (the everyday usage). In the intervention study, this metaconceptual issue was addressed explicitly. (I)


69. “Use of the thermal concept evaluation to focus instruction,” G. R. Luera, C. A. Otto, and P. W. Zitewitz, *Phys. Teach.* 44, 162–166 (2006). (SD) The TCE (Ref. 67) was used as a diagnostic pretest to target specific areas of inquiry in a course for pre-service elementary teachers. Improvements are proposed to the TCE, to identify specific misconceptions. (E)

70. “Understanding the role of measurements in creating physical quantities: A case study of learning to quantify temperature in physics teacher education,” T. Mäntylä and I. T. Koponen, *Sci. & Educ.* 16, 291–311 (2007). (SD) The development of the concept of temperature was broken down into three stages: the level of qualities, the level of quantities and laws, and the level of structured theory. These levels were used to analyze students’ network representations. (I)


See also: Ref. 137.

4. Multidisciplinary

72. “Heat energy and temperature concepts of adolescents, adults, and experts: Implications for curricular improvements,” E. L. Lewis and M. C. Linn, *J. Res. Sci. Teach.* 31, 657–677 (1994). (SD) Interviews with students and nonscientist adults showed beliefs that metals and wool have active thermal properties. Scientists had difficulty explaining the difference between heat and temperature. (E)

73. “The concepts of heat and temperature: The problem of determining the content for the construction of an historical case study which is sensitive to nature of science issues and teaching–learning issues,” K. C. de Berg, *Sci. & Educ.* 17, 75–114 (2008). Presents the historical development of the concepts of heat and temperature, and promotes this as a valuable case study for teaching the nature of science. (E)

5. Non-discipline-specific

74. “Heat and temperature,” G. Erickson and A. Tiberghien, in *Children’s Ideas in Science*, edited by R. Driver, E. Guesne, and A. Tiberghien (Open U.P., Milton Keynes, 1985), pp. 52–84. (SD) Results are synthesized from a number of studies on children’s ideas about heat and temperature, and the development of those ideas with teaching. (E)

75. “On the thermal properties of materials: common-sense knowledge of Italian students and teachers,” M. R. Sciarretta, R. Stilli, and M. Vicentini Missoni, *Int. J. Sci. Educ.* 12, 369–379 (1990). (SD) Students’ explanations of thermal phenomena differ from teachers’ explanations, but this is because school science deals with equilibrium thermodynamics; students’ “common-sense” intuitions were appropriate for entropy and irreversible processes. (E)


79. “Longitudinal conceptual change in students’ understanding of thermal equilibrium: An examination of the process of conceptual restructuring,” D. B. Clark, *Cogn. Instruct.* 24, 467–563 (2006). (SD) Students’ conceptual-change processes around thermal equilibrium were
mapped over time. Students maintained multiple contradictory ideas for extended periods of time, often as a result of experientially supported ideas that are different from school-supported ideas. (A)

E. Chemical bonding and chemical energy

These papers deal with the energy associated with the formation and breaking of bonds in chemical reactions. Not surprisingly, most of them are located in the chemistry education literature, but we hope this Resource Letter will make this work known to the physics, engineering, and biology education communities, to facilitate incorporating this content into interdisciplinary thermodynamics education. “Chemical energy” is a black box in most introductory physics curricula (as well as in biology to some extent), and this chemistry education literature (and some biology) closely examines students’ ideas about energy in chemical reactions. A central conceptual difficulty for many students is the idea that energy is “stored in bonds” (or that breaking bonds releases energy); another key issue is the relationship between the energy associated with chemical bonds and the energy of the rest of the system.

1. Biology

80. “ATP: A coherent view for school advanced level studies in biology,” C. Gayford, J. Biol. Educ. 20, 27–32 (1986). (SD) Biology texts use the misleading language of “high-energy bonds” in explaining ATP hydrolysis. This paper explains the energetics of ATP hydrolysis and shows that this topic causes difficulties for biology students, especially those who have not taken chemistry. (E)


2. Chemistry

82. “Chemical energy: a learning package,” I. Cohen and R. Ben-Zvi, J. Chem. Educ. 59, 656–658 (1982). (SD) Gains in understanding chemical energy were achieved with a learning package that focuses on defining the system and the surroundings. (E)


84. “There is no energy in food and fuels - but they do have fuel value,” K. A. Ross, School Sci. Rev. 75, 39–47 (1993). Energy is not “in fuel,” but associated with the fuel-oxygen system. Instructional implications include distinguishing between matter and energy. (E)

85. “Students’ understandings of chemical bonds and the energetics of chemical reactions,” H. K. Boo, J. Res. Sci. Teach. 35, 569–581 (1998). (SD) Students saw a chemical bond as a physical entity; thus energy is required to form a bond, and breaking a bond releases energy. (E)


89. “Progression in high school students’ (aged 16–18) conceptualizations about chemical reactions in solution,” H. K. Boo and J. R. Watson, Sci. Educ. 85, 568–585 (2001). (SD) Students incorrectly categorized the ontology of bonds as things rather than as interactions, which led to incorrect explanations of chemical reactions. Conceptual progress was limited. (E)

90. “First year chemical engineering students’ conceptions of energy in solution processes: Phenomenographic categories for common knowledge construction,” J. V. Ebenzer and D. M. Fraser, Sci. Educ. 85, 509–535 (2001). (SD) Students were interviewed about salt dissolving in water, and their responses were categorized into “you give energy,” “water gives energy,” “salt gives off energy,” and “reaction gives off energy.” (E)

91. “Promoting understanding of chemical bonding and spontaneity through student explanation and integration of ideas,” M. A. Teichert and A. M. Stacy, J. Res. Sci. Teach. 39, 464–496 (2002). (SD) Describes a successful intervention that addresses the idea that breaking bonds releases energy, and the relationship between Gibbs free energy and spontaneity. Students who participated in the intervention were better equipped to reconcile ideas from biology. (E)


93. “Teaching and learning chemical thermodynamics in school,” J. F. Le Maréchal and R. El Bilani, Int. J. Thermodyn. 11, 91–99 (2008). (SD) A teaching sequence was developed using the “energy chain” model, which involves representations that keep track of the conservation of energy, applied to chemical systems. Student data showed that this model forced students to grapple with conceptual issues. (E)

94. “Student conceptions about energy transformations: progression from general chemistry to biochemistry,” A. J. Wolfsen, S. L. Rowland, G. A. Lawrie, and A. H. Wright, Chem. Educ. Res. Pract. 15, 168–183 (2014). (SD) Chemistry and biology students were interviewed and surveyed to determine the concepts around energy that they bring into biochemistry. Learning progressions are identified for concepts including the dependence of
free energy changes on reaction conditions, the interpretation of energy diagrams, and the difference between standard and biological conditions. (E)

See also: Ref. 44.

3. Physics


4. Multidisciplinary

96. “Structural characteristics of university engineering students’ conceptions of energy,” X. Liu, J. Ebenezer, and D. M. Fraser, J. Res. Sci. Teach. 39, 423–441 (2002). (SD) As a follow-up to Ref. 90, concept maps for energy based on students’ written paragraphs indicated difficulty in applying general principles such as conservation of energy to specific events in solution processes. Students demonstrated understanding of energy transformation and conservation, but not transport or degradation. (E)

F. First law of thermodynamics

In biology and chemistry texts, the first law of thermodynamics is often synonymous with the law of conservation of energy. In physics and engineering, while these laws are of course equivalent, the first law refers to a particular formulation of this principle, stating that the change in the energy of a system is equal to the net energy that enters and leaves the system through heat and work processes. The latter definition of the first law defines this section of the Resource Letter, which includes papers dealing with the relationships between heat, work, and energy.

We note that the chemistry papers in this section contain little content that is specific to chemistry. In most cases, while they come from chemistry settings, they would not be out of place in physics settings. Biology is absent from this section entirely, suggesting that these concepts have not been emphasized in biology education research. In both physics and chemistry, the student data comes from contexts that are either abstract (removed from a specific physical situation) or from the standard introductory physics and engineering world of pistons and heat engines. In all the disciplines, we see an absence of research that engages with chemical reactions and biological processes.

1. Chemistry


98. “Thermodynamics should be built on energy—not on heat and work,” G. M. Barrow, J. Chem. Educ. 65, 122–125 (1988). Heat and work are problematic constructs, and should be replaced with the change in energy of the thermal surroundings and of the mechanical surroundings. This approach leads to the first law and to the conservation of entropy for reversible processes. (E)

99. “‘Work’ and ‘Heat’: on a road towards thermodynamics,” P. H. van Roon, H. F. van Sprang, and A. H. Verdonk, Int. J. Sci. Educ. 16, 131–144 (1994). (SD) Students use “work” as a mechanical concept and “heat” as an energy concept. These can be converted into one another in the “thermochemical context,” which is a precursor to the thermodynamic context. (E)

100. “I believe I will go out of this class actually knowing something’: Cooperative learning activities in physical chemistry,” M. H. Towns and E. R. Grant, J. Res. Sci. Teach. 34, 819–835 (1997). (SD) While this study focuses on the cooperative learning environment in a course for chemistry graduate students, it also engages with conceptual issues around PV diagrams and cyclic processes. (E)


104. “An analytical tool to determine undergraduate students’ use of volume and pressure when describing expansion work and technical work,” T. Nilsson and H. Niedderer, Chem. Educ. Res. Pract. 13, 348–356 (2012). (SD) Students’ explanations of thermodynamic processes were analyzed with a matrix that breaks down their descriptions of work into how they described pressure and volume. Students most frequently described work without reference to volume and pressure. (E)

105. “Undergraduate students’ conceptions of enthalpy, enthalpy change and related concepts,” T. Nilsson and H. Niedderer, Chem. Educ. Res. Pract. 15, 336–353 (2014). (SD) Identifies student conceptions about enthalpy, including enthalpy as a form of energy, conflation of enthalpy with enthalpy change, conflation of enthalpy change with heat, and concluding that the same reaction will give the same enthalpy change and heat (regardless of whether pressure is constant). (E)

For an Engineering article see Ref. 9.

2. Physics

106. “Critique of the treatment of work,” S. G. Canagaratna, Am. J. Phys. 46, 1241–1244 (1978). In real systems, the work done by the source is not equal to the work done on the system, because of the mechanical coupling between them. In nonstatic expansions, there is
acceleration, so work is difficult to calculate mechanically. (E)

107. “Developing the energy concepts in introductory physics,” A. B. Arons, Phys. Teach. 27, 506–517 (1989). The impulse-momentum and work-kinetic energy theorems are only valid for point masses; for deformable objects, the first law is needed. The first law (conservation of energy) is separated out from the center-of-mass equation, and a number of examples are considered. (E)

108. “General, restricted and misleading forms of the First law of thermodynamics,” G. S. M. Moore, Phys. Educ. 28, 228–237 (1993). Total energy (E) is not necessarily equal to internal energy (U), so some versions of the first law are misleading. Sample problems are provided to incorporate nonequilibrium thermodynamics qualitatively into introductory courses. (E)


110. “Difficulties in learning thermodynamic concepts: Are they linked to the historical development of this field?” M. I. Cotignola, C. Bordogna, G. Punte, and O. M. Cappannini, Sci. & Educ. 11, 279–291 (2002). Student difficulties about heat and internal energy are analyzed in terms of the historical development of those concepts. Textbooks also display confusion between heat and internal energy. (E)

111. “Student understanding of the first law of thermodynamics: Relating work to the adiabatic compression of an ideal gas,” M. E. Loverude, C. H. Kautz, and P. R. L. Heron, Am. J. Phys. 70, 137–148 (2002). (SD) In a task involving the adiabatic compression of an ideal gas, students failed to use the first law, instead misapplying ideal gas concepts. Specific difficulties are enumerated, including confusion among work, heat, temperature, and internal energy. (E)

112. “Investigation of students’ reasoning regarding heat, work, and the first law of thermodynamics in an introductory calculus-based general physics course,” D. E. Meltzer, Am. J. Phys. 72, 1432–1446 (2004). (SD) Students correctly used the state function concept in the context of energy, and incorrectly applied it to heat and work, which are not state functions. Students expressed the belief that the net work or net heat in a cyclic process is zero. (E)

113. “Student learning in upper-level thermal physics: Comparisons and contrasts with students in introductory courses,” D. E. Meltzer, AIP Conf. Proc. 790, 31–34 (2005). (SD) Upper-level students were more successful than introductory students at some of the tasks in Ref. 112. (E)

114. “Student understanding of the physics and mathematics of process variables in P-V diagrams,” E. B. Pollock, J. R. Thompson, and D. B. Mountcastle, AIP Conf. Proc. 951, 168–171 (2007). (SD) The P-V diagram task in Ref. 112 was paired with a mathematics version without the physics, and students exhibited similar difficulties, some of which can be attributed to difficulties in understanding of integration. (E)


118. “Overcoming students’ misconceptions concerning thermal physics with the aid of hints and peer interaction during a lecture course,” R. Leinonen, M. A. Asikainen, and P. E. Hirvonen, Phys. Rev. ST Phys. Educ. Res. 9, 020112 (2013). (SD) Using the diagnostic test in Ref. 112, it is shown that a peer-instruction intervention resulted in greater conceptual gains than did traditional lecture instruction on heat, work, the first law, and thermal processes. Students’ correct and incorrect explanations about heat and work in various processes are categorized. (E)

See also: Refs. 14, 47, and 71.

G. Entropy and the second law

The literature on entropy and the second law ranges from the practical, as in the development of tutorials aimed at addressing student difficulties with heat engines and the Carnot cycle, to the linguistic, as in the role played by language and conceptual metaphors in the construction of ideas about entropy. In the case of the latter, authors examine various metaphors by exploring their use in toy problems and simplified examples. In particular, considerable attention has been paid to the idea of treating entropy in terms of the “spreading” of energy, and to how this approach differs from those that describe entropy in terms of “disorder.”

The physics literature focuses largely on the relationship of entropy to ideas surrounding either reversibility or energy, whereas the chemistry literature is primarily interested in the way in which an understanding of entropy and the second law contributes to a more thorough understanding of chemical equilibria. There is very little biology education literature focusing on the second law, either at the micro or macro scale.

We have chosen not to include here the significant number of papers addressing student difficulties at the advanced undergraduate or graduate level, particularly those detailing specific issues relating to statistical mechanics that would not likely be touched on in an introductory undergraduate curriculum.

1. Biology

Proposes a model consisting of boxes with different shapes that contain small balls that are in constant motion due to a stream of air blowing from below. With such boxes, the basic concepts of entropy, enthalpy, and free energy can be taught while reinforcing a molecular understanding of these concepts. (E)

See also: Ref. 1.

2. Chemistry


121. “Heat-fall and entropy,” J. P. Lowe, J. Chem. Educ. 59, 353 (1982). Describes how one can treat entropy in terms of “heat fall,” where the fraction of heat energy that can be converted to work is the same as the fraction of the distance to absolute zero that the (remaining) heat falls. (E)


126. “Entropy is simple, qualitatively,” F. L. Lambert, J. Chem. Educ. 79, 1241–1246 (2002). Argues that while quantitative treatments of entropy may be quite complex, a qualitative treatment of entropy in terms of the distribution of energy over degrees of freedom is much simpler. (E)

127. “What students’ understand from entropy?: A review of selected literature,” M. Sozbilir, J. Baltic Sci. Educ. 2(1), 21–27 (2003). This review article summarizes research on student understanding of entropy. Explores the most prominent student misconceptions, as well as potential remedies. (I)


132. “Zeroth law, entropy, equilibrium, and all that,” S. G. Canagaratna, J. Chem. Educ. 85, 732–736 (2008). The concept of thermal equilibrium is introduced through the zeroth law, and the relation between the zeroth law and the second law in the traditional approach to thermodynamics is discussed. (E)

See also: Refs. 42, 98, and 181.

For an article from Engineering see Ref. 9.

3. Physics

133. “The second law of thermodynamics: a teaching problem and an opportunity,” J. Ogborn, School Sci. Rev. 57, 654–672 (1976). One of the earliest papers to address the difficulties inherent in teaching the second law of thermodynamics. General suggestions for how to introduce the topic, and commonly encountered pitfalls are discussed. (E)

134. “Teaching the approach to thermodynamic equilibrium: Some pictures that help,” R. Baierlein, Am. J. Phys. 46, 1042–1045 (1978). Provides a pictorial method for teaching students about the approach to equilibrium. The goal is to provide a more intuitive framework by drawing on familiar analogous ideas. (E)


136. “The second law of thermodynamics in a historical setting,” J. Strnad, Phys. Educ. 19, 94–100 (1984). Provides a historical overview of the development of thermodynamics generally, and the second law in particular, and argues that one should teach the material with this history in mind. Suggests that different presentations of the law are appropriate for different audiences. (E)
“Entropy in the teaching of introductory thermodynamics,” H. U. Fuchs, Am. J. Phys. 55, 215–219 (1987). By building on prescientific ideas about thermal phenomena, including the idea that heat is a substance contained in physical systems, the paper argues that it is possible to teach entropy effectively in introductory courses, and suggests how one might do so. (E)

“Students’ understanding of basic ideas of the second law of thermodynamics,” R. Duit and S. Kesidou, Res. Sci. Educ. 18, 186–195 (1988). (SD) Explores how high school students take up qualitative ideas related to the second law. In particular, energy degradation and distribution, irreversibility and asymmetry, and the destructive aspects of the second law are considered. (I)

“Students’ conceptions of the second law of thermodynamics—an interpretive study,” S. Kesidou and R. Duit, J. Res. Sci. Teach. 30, 85–106 (1993). (SD) Reports on interviews conducted with 10th grade students about their qualitative ideas surrounding the second law of thermodynamics, particularly ideas about irreversibility. (E)


“Thermodynamic entropy: The spreading and sharing of energy,” H. S. Leff, Am. J. Phys. 64, 1261–1271 (1996). This paper, expanded upon in Refs. 153–157, describes how one can talk about entropy in terms of the spreading and distribution of energy over available degrees of freedom. (E)


“Insight into entropy,” D. F. Styer, Am. J. Phys. 68, 1090–1096 (2000). Examples from statistical mechanics are used to demonstrate the qualitative nature of entropy. The benefits and limitations of the “disorder” and “freedom” metaphors for entropy are explored. (E)


“Comment on ‘Development and assessment of research-based tutorials on heat engines and the second law of thermodynamics,’ ” by Matthew Cochran and Paula Heron,” M. Bucher, Am. J. Phys. 75, 377–378 (2007). (SD) This comment on Ref. 146 argues that the findings in that reference stem from a focus on the “pipeline” diagram that portrays heat as a fluid and emphasizes conservation of energy. (E)

“What is a reversible process?” M. Samiullah, Am. J. Phys. 75, 608–609 (2007). An operational definition of reversible processes in terms of entropy is presented. The constancy of entropy, which defines reversible processes, also distinguishes such processes from those that are quasi-static. (E)

“Entropy, its language, and interpretation,” H. S. Leff, Found. Phys. 37, 1744–1766 (2007). Argues for use of the “spreading” metaphor (both spatially and temporally) for entropy, over other commonly used metaphors like “disorder” and “information.” The paper provides examples illustrating why this treatment might be preferable. (E)


“Addressing student difficulties with concepts related to entropy, heat engines, and the Carnot cycle,” T. I. Smith, W. M. Christensen, and J. R. Thompson, AIP Conf. Proc. 1179, 277–281 (2009). (SD) Assessment data suggest that student understanding of heat engines and the Carnot cycle is improved by implementation of a guided-inquiry tutorial related to these topics. (I)

“Introducing thermodynamics through energy and entropy,” R. de Abreu and V. Guerra, Am. J. Phys. 80, 627–637 (2012). Proposes introducing thermodynamics with the concept of internal energy of deformable bodies. By introducing entropy before the notions of temperature and heat, the approach is meant to avoid some of the major conceptual difficulties with the traditional presentation. (E)

“Removing the mystery of entropy and thermodynamics, Part I,” H. S. Leff, Phys. Teach. 50, 28–31 (2012). Expanding on Ref. 141, Refs. 153–157 identify ways of reducing the mystery commonly associated with entropy. This first part of the series focuses on the relationship between entropy and energy, and in particular on the idea that entropy is a measure of the distribution of energy across degrees of freedom. (E)

“Removing the mystery of entropy and thermodynamics, Part II,” H. S. Leff, Phys. Teach. 50, 87–90 (2012). This part of the series expands on the idea that entropy can be understood qualitatively in terms of spatial energy spreading. (E)

“Removing the mystery of entropy and thermodynamics, Part III,” H. S. Leff, Phys. Teach. 50, 170–172 (2012). This part of the series illustrates simple graphical properties of entropy and introduces the Boltzmann entropy. (E)

“Removing the mystery of entropy and thermodynamics, Part IV,” H. S. Leff, Phys. Teach. 50, 215–217 (2012). This part of the series discusses reversibility and irreversibility. (E)
157. “Removing the mystery of entropy and thermodynamics, Part V,” H. S. Leff, *Phys. Teach.* 50, 274–276 (2012). This final paper in the series relates entropy to uncertainty, and discusses the idea of energy spreading in terms of this uncertainty. (E)


159. “Entropy and spontaneity in an introductory physics course for life science students,” B. D. Geller, B. W. Dreyfus, J. Gouvea, V. Sawtelle, C. Turpen, and E. F. Redish, *Am. J. Phys.* 82, 394–402 (2014). (SD) Uses student data to argue that the concept of free energy should play a central role in any discussion of thermodynamics that takes place in an introductory physics course aimed at life science students. The paper notes that the negative of the free energy of the system is a good proxy for the entropy of the system plus surroundings, under constant $T$ and $P$ conditions. (E)

See also: Refs. 12 and 14.

4. Multidisciplinary


161. “Entropy and the shelf model: A quantum physical approach to a physical property,” A. H. Jungermann, *J. Chem. Educ.* 83, 1686–1694 (2006). The concept of atomic entropy is introduced so that entropy values of substances with different stoichiometry may be compared much more rationally than on the basis of the values of molar entropy. (E)

162. “Energy diagrams for enzyme-catalyzed reactions: Concepts and misconcepts,” J. C. Aledo, C. Lobo, and A. E. del Valle, *Biochim. Mol. Biol. Educ.* 31, 234–236 (2003). (SD) Suggests that for an enzyme-catalyzed reaction, textbooks should emphasize that under conditions where the overall reaction is spontaneous, each elementary step must exhibit a negative free-energy change. This must then be properly reflected in the progression profile of reaction diagrams. (E)

5. Non-discipline-specific


164. “Matter scatter and energy anarchy: The second law of thermodynamics is simply common experience,” K. A. Ross, *School Sci. Rev.* 69, 438–445 (1988). Takes the view that the second law of thermodynamics is uniquely rooted in everyday experience, and as such should be taught before the first law. (I)


166. “Shuffled cards, messy decks, and disorderly dorm rooms—examples of entropy increase? Nonsense!” F. L. Lambert, *J. Chem. Educ.* 76, 1385–1387 (1999). Explains that no permanent entropy change occurs in a macroscopic object after it has been transported from one location to another or when a group of them is scattered randomly. (E)

167. “Non-science oriented students and the second law of thermodynamics,” R. Ben-Zvi, *Int. J. Sci. Educ.* 21(12), 1251–1267 (1999). (SD) A module about “Energy and the Human Being” was delivered to Israeli high school students, emphasizing the difference between the amount of energy and the quality of energy. The module had the effect of increasing the students’ appreciation for science generally. (I)

168. “Entropy: Order or information,” A. Ben-Naim, *J. Chem. Educ.* 88, 594–596 (2011). Mixing and demixing processes are used to highlight the pitfalls in the association of entropy with disorder, whereas changes in entropy can always be interpreted in terms of changes in Shannon’s measure of information. (I)

169. “Exploiting language in teaching of entropy,” F. Jeppsson, J. Baltic Sci. Educ. 10(1), 27–35 (2011). In this study, the metaphors for entropy (disorder, freedom, information, and spreading) were analyzed by use of the different entries for the words in a dictionary. The paper highlights the importance of making any metaphors and analogies and their corresponding benefits and limitations explicit. (A)


171. “Metaphorical construals of entropy and the second law of thermodynamics,” T. G. Amin, F. Jeppsson, J. Haglund, and H. Ström.dahl, *Sci. Educ.* 96, 818–848 (2012). Three university-level textbooks were analyzed from a conceptual-metaphor perspective, and ran a range of explicit and implicit metaphors for entropy were identified. (A)

172. “Exploring the use of conceptual metaphors in solving problems on entropy,” F. Jeppsson, J. Haglund, T. G. Amin, and H. Ström.dahl, *J. Learn. Sci.* 22(1), 70–120 (2013). (SD) Looks at the role that conceptual metaphors play in problem solving by a close examination of two physical chemistry Ph.D. students working on problems involving entropy. (A)

H. Probability/Statistics and the second law

Some literature relating to student understanding of the second law of thermodynamics focuses not on specific curricular topics, but on student competency with ideas of probability
and statistics that are essential components of any comprehensive treatment of entropy. At least one paper in biology education focuses on the role that student understanding of randomness plays in the development of a coherent conceptual model of the second law. The absence of a more extensive biology education literature on the subject is striking given the central role that randomness plays in biological systems.

1. Biology

173. “Understanding randomness and its impact on student learning: Lessons learned from building the Biology Concept Inventory (BCI),” K. Garvin-Doxas and M. W. Klymkowsky, CBE Life Sci. Educ. 7(2), 227–233 (2008). (SD) Describes how a wide class of student difficulties in molecular and evolutionary biology may be based on deep-seated misconceptions about random processes. For example, most students believe that diffusion takes place only when there is a concentration gradient. (E)

2. Chemistry


3. Physics

175. “Student estimates of probability and uncertainty in advanced laboratory and statistical physics courses,” D. B. Mountcastle, B. Bucy, and J. R. Thompson, AIP Conf. Proc. 951, 152–155 (2007). (SD) Looks at statistical physics students’ reasoning about the relative uncertainties of binary outcomes, showing that students did not reliably recognize that this uncertainty goes down as the number of measurements increased. (E)

176. “Student understanding of basic probability concepts in an upper-division thermal physics course,” M. E. Loverude, AIP Conf. Proc. 1179, 189–192 (2009). (SD) Diagnostic questions probed student understanding of probability concepts, showing that students struggled in distinguishing microstates from macrostates and in using mathematics to describe the multiplicity of a system. (I)


I. Free energy and the second law

Much of the chemistry education literature on entropy surrounds the role that it plays in determining the spontaneity of chemical processes. In particular, the connection between entropy and Gibbs free energy is discussed extensively, as is the degree to which an understanding of entropy aids in an understanding of enthalpy. The relationship among these three constructs—entropy, enthalpy, and Gibbs free energy—forms the cornerstone of an understanding of chemical equilibria, and of student understanding of the second law as it relates to chemistry. Physics education literature relating to these ideas is notably absent.

1. Chemistry

178. “Reaction and spontaneity: the influence of meaning from everyday language on fourth year undergraduates’ interpretation of some simple chemical phenomena,” M. G. T. C. Ribeiro, D. J. V. Costa Pereira, and R. Maskill, Int. J. Sci. Educ. 12, 391–401 (1990). (SD) Looks at undergraduate chemistry students’ reasoning about the terms “reaction” and “spontaneous” in a variety of chemical contexts. Implications for university-level teaching are discussed. (I)

179. “Probing student misconceptions in thermodynamics with in-class writing,” H. Beall, J. Chem. Educ. 71, 1056–1057 (1994). (SD) In-class writing assignments were used to assess student understanding of issues surrounding Gibbs free energy, and were found to be a valuable pedagogical tool. (I)


182. “Undergraduate students’ understandings of entropy and Gibbs free energy,” E. M. Carson and J. R. Watson, Univ. Chem. Educ. 6, 4–12 (2002); available online at http://www.rsc.org/images/Vol_6_No1_tcm18-7042.pdf. (SD) Looks at first-year undergraduates’ ideas about entropy and Gibbs free energy, and the role that these concepts play in thermodynamic theory. (I)

183. “Turkish chemistry undergraduate students’ misunderstandings of Gibbs free energy,” M. Sozbilir, Univ. Chem. Educ. 6(2), 73–83 (2002); available online at http://www.rsc.org/images/Vol_6_no2_tcm18-7043.pdf. (SD) Identifies several misconceptions about Gibbs free energy exhibited by undergraduate Turkish chemistry students, and suggests where these misconceptions might originate. (I)


185. “Students’ ideas and misunderstandings of enthalpy and spontaneity: A review of selected researches,” M. Sozbilir, Hacettepe Univ. J. Educ. 26, 155–159 (2004). (SD) This review article highlights misconceptions about enthalpy and spontaneity exhibited by undergraduate chemistry students, and suggests where these misconceptions might originate. (I)
186. “The correlation of standard entropy with enthalpy supplied from 0 to 298.15 K,” F. L. Lambert and H. S. Leff, J. Chem. Educ. 86, 94–98 (2009). This study supports the thesis that thermodynamic entropy and stored internal energy in a solid are intimately related and that entropy can be usefully interpreted as an energy-spreading function, as described in Refs. 141 and 153–157. (I)


See also: Refs. 91, 94, and 98.

2. Multidisciplinary

188. “Coupled reactions ‘versus’ connected reactions: coupling concepts with terms,” J. C. Aledo, Biochem. Mol. Biol. Educ. 35, 85–88 (2007). When considering coupled reactions, both students and textbook authors often make claims that clash with the second law of thermodynamics. This paper points out the most common flaws, analyzes the causes leading to these mistakes, and suggests a few rules to avoid them. (E)

J. Osmosis, diffusion, and randomness

Although the biology education literature does very little to address osmosis and diffusion in a mechanistic way, the literature does describe student understanding of these ideas from a phenomenological perspective. Many papers explore the success or lack thereof of various interventions and pedagogical instruments in improving student mastery of core concepts surrounding diffusion and osmosis in detail. The authors of these papers may or may not themselves view these topics as falling under the “thermodynamics” umbrella, but we include them owing to their underpinning in statistical physics. The physics and chemistry education literature on diffusion and osmosis is notably limited.

1. Biology

189. “Problem solvers’ conceptions about osmosis,” J. T. Zuckerman, Am. Biol. Teach. 56, 22–25 (1994). (SD) Discusses the scheme and findings of a study designed to identify the conceptual knowledge used by high school students to solve a problem related to osmosis. Tips are provided to teachers to aid students. (E)

190. “Students’ misconceptions about diffusion: How can they be enhanced,” E. A. Marek et al., Am. Biol. Teach. 56, 74–77 (1994). (SD) Describes a study designed to seek the causes for student misconceptions surrounding diffusion, and to find ways to eliminate them. (E)


192. “Accurate and inaccurate conceptions about osmosis that accompanied meaningful problem solving,” J. T. Zuckerman, School Sci. Math. 94, 226–234 (1994). (SD) Discusses some accurate and inaccurate conceptions about osmosis that were identified in interviews of 16 outstanding science students. (E)

193. “Secondary & college biology students’ misconceptions about diffusion & osmosis,” A. L. Odom, Am. Biol. Teach. 57, 409–415 (1995). (SD) Describes tests on diffusion and osmosis that were given to 116 secondary biology students, 123 university-level non-biology majors, and 117 university-level biology majors. Students continued to have misconceptions about these ideas, even after instruction. (I)


198. “How effective are simulated molecular-level experiments for teaching diffusion and osmosis?” E. Meir, J. Perry, D. Stal et al., Cell Biol. Educ. 4, 235–248 (2005). The authors hypothesized that student misconceptions surrounding diffusion and osmosis might be due in part to the inability to see and explore these processes at the molecular level. New software, OsmoBeaker, was developed to allow students to perform inquiry-based experiments at microscopic scales. (E)

199. “French fries, dialysis tubing & computer models: Teaching diffusion & osmosis through inquiry & modeling,” P. M. Friedrichsen and A. Pallant, Am. Biol. Teach. 69, e22–e27 (2007). Describes a series of activities designed to engage students in thinking about diffusion and osmosis. “Molecular Workbench” activities are discussed, in which students interact with dynamic computer models of diffusive and osmotic processes. (E)

94–101 (2007). (SD) Data were collected from a high school biology class with the Diffusion and Osmosis Diagnostic Test (DODT) and Certainty of Response (CRI) scale, and revealed that students were either guessing or had misconceptions on every item relating to osmosis. (E)

201. “Students’ conceptions of water transport,” C. Rundgren, S. C. Rundgren, and K. J. Schonborn, J. Biol. Educ. 44, 129–135 (2010). (SD) Investigates 175 Taiwanese and Swedish students’ conceptions of water transport across the cell membrane, and describes the level of biological organization with which the students represent their knowledge of this process. (E)


203. “Osmosis and diffusion conceptual assessment,” K. M. Fisher, K. S. Williams, and J. E. Lineback, CBE - Life Sci. Educ. 10, 418–429 (2011). To monitor comprehension of osmotic and diffusive processes among students at a large public university, the authors developed and validated an 18-item Osmosis and Diffusion Conceptual Assessment (ODCA). This assessment includes two-tiered items, some adopted or modified from the previously published Diffusion and Osmosis Diagnostic Test (DODT) and some newly developed items. (I)

2. Physics

204. “Five popular misconceptions about osmosis.” E. M. Kramer and D. R. Myers, Am. J. Phys. 80, 694–699 (2012). While more advanced than is likely appropriate for many introductory students, this paper develops ideas about osmosis from first principles of statistical mechanics. It addresses common misconceptions that students have about osmosis, and why these are likely to arise out of the formalism. (E)

3. Multidisciplinary

205. “An interactive computer model for improved student understanding of random particle motion and osmosis,” J. Kottonau, J. Chem. Educ. 88, 772–775 (2011). Simulations are developed to help students understand that the membrane-crossing probability of water molecules depends solely on their concentrations on both sides of the membrane. (E)

4. Non-discipline-specific


207. “Using a cognitive structural model to provide new insights into students’ understandings of diffusion,” D. Panizzon, Int. J. Sci. Educ. 25, 1427–1450 (2003). (SD) Describes a pathway of conceptual understanding of diffusion from simple intuitive ideas about movement to highly abstract views in which students explained the random motion of molecules in terms of kinetic theory. (I)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

At present, education research in physics, chemistry, and biology has come to focus on understanding how to better teach issues in thermodynamics. Similarly, the corresponding fields of discipline-based education research have begun to explore an understanding of how introductory-level undergraduate students understand the concepts central to thermodynamics. However, we see little evidence that the research is drawing across disciplinary boundaries to make progress in this arena. Our aim in this Resource Letter has been to benefit instructors and researchers in these three domains, and to draw attention to places where coordination between and among disciplines would be fruitful.

Additionally, a rising interest in Introductory Physics for the Life Sciences (IPLS) courses requires an attention to thermodynamics and student understanding of thermodynamics. We intend the collection presented here as an aid to instructors seeking to increase interdisciplinary connections in developing IPLS courses. We encourage all of these audiences to be more attentive to cross-disciplinary avenues of research in the search for understanding and improving students’ conceptual ideas in thermodynamics. The greatest progress in our goals will be made by coordinating resources, focusing on how students understand ideas within thermodynamics, and talking across disciplinary boundaries.
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